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The Gentleman Librarian in

The Case of the missing UK databases

a gentleman librarian mystery
Our work is only as good as the evidence we find
Not only but also

THE COCHRANE COLLABORATION®
Some Cases in Point
In Theory

1 Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) Database

In Theory

Challenges, benefits and weaknesses of intermediate care: results from five UK case study sites

The user voice I, II and III: three qualitative studies of the views of older people concerning rehabilitation services they received in hospital

Intermediate care: what do we know about older people’s experiences?

HMIC

held 60% of all included studies
A question of effectiveness

An example from a public health systematic review

Social Policy and Practice (SPP) Database

Social Policy and Practice is really 4 databases: Social Care Online, ChildDATA, AgeINFO, and sections of Planex and Urbadoc
An education

3 British Education Index

59 unique journals

Examples of topics with unique content

Innovation, Religion and Cultural information
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A cautionary tale

4 British Nursing Index


In Conclusion

UK Sources for UK focused Health Services
Research: Looking in the Right Places

UK Sources for Methods

Contact: Chris.Cooper@exeter.ac.uk
Free Trial

British Education Index and British Nursing Index

http://search.proquest.com/embedded/DLDYWGBL1DVMXLUT?accountid=147298

HMIC and Social Policy and Practice

www.ovid.com/spptrial

And also

The TRIP Database: http://www.tripdatabase.com/

Any Questions?